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Democracy. Are you in?
If time series trends continue by 2025 fewer than 1 in 10 Australians will
trust their politicians and key political institutions.

Democracy 2025 is driving a national conversation on how we can
strengthen democratic practice, celebrate our democratic achievements and
be the best democracy that we can be.
Democracy 2025 audits the qualities of Australian democracy, investigates
and experiments with what works in terms of renewing our representative
system of government and facilitates non-partisan conversations on how to
improve our democratic practice.

Argument – culture of contentment or the
end of complacency ?
The “Corona-coma” has had both
positive and negative impacts on
democratic governance in
Australia. But its’ ultimate impact
will depend on the degree of
social and economic dislocation
caused by the pandemic and its
ability to affect shock therapy to
the isolated political class and
prevailing culture of
contentment.

A story in four parts
• Part one situates the research
within the context of the
decline of political trust
between government and
citizen and the prevailing
culture of contentment.
• Drawing on survey and focus
group research, parts two and
three provide a snapshot of
the state of democratic
governance in Australia preand during Covid-19.
• Part four evaluates the
implications of these
developments for future
democratic governance in
Australia.

1. How do we understand political trust – an
informal social contract between government and
the people
Trust is about “keeping promises and agreements” and thereby holding positive
perceptions about people in government and their actions. Marc Hethrington
(2005: 1.)
Note:
Distrust is a bad thing as it leads to low public confidence, risk averse, shorttermist politics and democratic backsliding
Mistrust is a good thing; because we want to see critical citizens making
informed choices

Democracy 2025 reports, articles, podcasts and blogs can be found at:
www.democracy2025.gov.au

What do we mean by a culture of contentment?
•

•

•

•

Australia’s ability to evade the worst excesses of
the global financial crisis (GFC) and seize
comparative advantage in a period of affluence has
stifled innovation in democratic governance.
The absence of a burning platform for change has
given rise to what renowned American economist
John Kenneth Galbraith termed a ‘culture of
contentment’.
Galbraith shows how a contented class—”not the
privileged few but the socially and economically
advantaged majority—defend their comfortable
status at all costs. Middle-class voting against
regulation and increased taxation that would
remedy pressing social and environmental
problems has created a culture of immediate
gratification, leading to complacency and hindering
long-term progress”.
For Galbraith, “only economic or military disaster,
or the eruption of an angry underclass who have
been left behind by globalisation, seem capable of
changing the status quo.”

2. Pre-Covid-19: democratic inertia
‘A property of matter by which it
continues in its existing state of rest or
uniform motion in a straight line, unless
that state is changed by an external
force’

Evidence of two decades of policy inertia
•

•

•

Failure of representative politics –
absence of constitutional recognition and
representation of Indigenous Australians,
poor representation of other minorities
(groups of Asian heritage make up 12.5%
of the Australian population), failure of
political parties to deliver community
linkage and integrity roles, the role of the
monarchy as a symbol of inequality, and
the imbalance of power in the Federation
(Commonwealth-State-Local). “The most
centralised federal state in the world.”
Domestic policy sclerosis – limited
progress in addressing long-term
challenges associated with demographic
change, income inequality, productivity
growth, energy policy and climate change.
Foreign policy – failure to look East and
greater risk of a hard landing with China
due to the special relationship with the
US.

• Bad governance –
Westminster principles under
challenge – mounting integrity
challenges, the increasing
politicisation of the Australian
public service and gridlock
between the political class and
the bureaucratic class on the
way forward reflected in the
abortive 2019 APS review.

Australians remain happy with underlying
democratic values

Compulsory voting has addressed the
problem of low turn-out bedevilling other
democracies

But masked other problems such as
uncontrolled government advertising in the run-up to the 2019 election and problems
with our political funding and disclosure scheme and growing concern about political
donations made by vested interests and their influence on public policy.
(Electoral Integrity Project, 2019, https://www.electoralintegrityproject.com/)

Australians were highly distrustful of people in
federal government and adversarial politics
(AES 1990 to 2019, D25 2020)

Trust in people in federal government

3. Political trust in times of
coronavirus

Heightened trust is reflected in positive perceptions of
Morrison’s handling of COVID-19 (and a “rally around
the flag” phenomenon)
% “Agree” or “strongly agree”
Acts in his own interests

Scott Morrison (AUS)
Giuseppe Conte (IT)

31%
20%
37%
57%

Does his best to serve his country

68%
60%
57%
44%

Boris Johnson (UK)
Listens to his party

Donald Trump (US)

52%
45%
46%
39%

Handling the situation well

Handling the outbreak competently

68%
49%
37%
35%

Listens to experts

66%
50%
37%
35%

71%
65%
55%
34%

Open and transparent

55%
47%
36%
36%

Base: 1,134 adults in Italy 21-22 May, 1,061 adults in Australia 28
May – 15 June, 1,167 adults in the UK 18-19 May, 1,150 adults in
the USA 19-23 May

And shows that Australia is less polarised
than other liberal democracies
% ‘agree’ or ‘strongly agree’ the leader is handling the coronavirus situation well by
party currently most inclined to support
Liberal /
Governing parties

Opposition parties

Nat
M5S / PD

92%

Republican

Conservative

79%

74%

69%

Labor

55%
LN / FI /
Fdl

Labour

Democrat

17%

UK

9%

US

16%

IT

Base: 393 M5S/PD supporters, 267 LN/FI/Fdl supporters in Italy 21-22 May, 295 Labor
supporters, 430 Liberal/Nat supporters in Australia 28 May - 15 June, 306 Labour supporters,
350 Conservative supporters in the UK 18-19 May, 483 Democrat supporters and 430
Republican supporters in the USA 19-23 May

AUS

There have been Governance
advances

Are there changes to your work practices which have occurred during Covid-19 which you think
will become part of the new normal? (Survey of APS Emerging Leaders)

1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

Flexible work [from home, from
across the regional footprint] vs
return to normal (pretty divided on
this issue, contingent on agency
and job type) and virtual
conferencing with colleagues and
stakeholders
Fast policy-making/budgeting from
idea to action
Rise of stream-lined governance
processes via collaborative
governance mechanisms (e.g. use
of taskforces – Bushfire recovery,
Covid-19
The role of the National Cabinet
Renewed role of experts and focus
on long-term policy thinking
Positive spill-over effect for climate
action

And democratic backsliding
•

•

•

In 2020, the “sports rorts” case, the
weakening of political donation laws, and
widespread allegations of harassment and
sexual misconduct show that the poor
behaviour of politicians has become
culturally embedded in the practices of the
political class.
We have also witnessed the erosion of civil
liberties due to the withdrawal of certain
individual rights during lockdown, increased
state surveillance through the use of
smartphone location tracking, and social
media monitoring.
And the power and prestige of Parliament
has taken a backseat to the Executive in
times of crisis management and will need to
reassert itself in the recovery process.

4. Future democratic governance:
culture of contentment or the end of complacency?

What would you like Australian democracy
post-Covid-19 to look like?

Common ground reform trajectories
Green = emerging majority support for reform; amber = increasing minority
support for reform; red = small minority support for reform

Culture of contentment or the end of
complacency?
We have identified examples of
both advances in governance and
democratic backsliding.
The evidence also suggests that
Australian citizens think that
participatory reforms can be used
to bolster the legitimacy of
representative democracy and
enhance trust between
government and citizen.
However, there is only limited
evidence so far to suggest that the
pandemic and associated economic
peril is compelling Government or
Opposition to end the age of
complacency and challenge the
established culture of contentment.

